
THE ACQUISITION OF HAPPINESS THROUGH WEALTH AND POWER

â€œThe business of life is the acquisition of memories. In the end, that's all there is.â€• â€“ Mr. Carson, Downton
Abbey. Money can't buy happiness.

Do you think money factors into their overall happiness or makes that experience worse? Natural wealth is
that which serves man as a remedy for his natural wants: such as food, drink, clothing, cars, dwellings, and
such like, while artificial wealth is that which is not a direct help to nature , as money, but is invented by the
art of man , for the convenience of exchange, and as a measure of things salable. The vehemence of desire for
sensible delight arises from the fact that operations of the senses, through being the principles of our
knowledge , are more perceptible. Therefore man's happiness consists in the whole universe of creatures.
Human ability is limited. Article 6. Many people agree that your college years will be some of the best in your
life. Unverifiable conjectures about existence beyond this life are professed as spiritual realities. I answer that,
It is impossible for man's happiness to consist in the goods of the body; and this for two reasons. This is in
addition to being able to secure divine help and protection permanently by putting God first in our lives. But
man's natural desire does not reach out to a good surpassing his capacity. Just as the body is ordained to the
soul , as its end, so are external goods ordained to the body itself. But it is not something belonging to the
body, as shown above Article 5. Article 2. Moreover, the Apostle says 1 Timothy : "To. They laid out five
suggestions, all backed by tons of research, to help people use money decisions to increase happiness. Created
good is not less than that good of which man is capable, as of something intrinsic and inherent to him: but it is
less than the good of which he is capable, as of an object, and which is infinite. Now the causality of the end
consists in its attracting the appetite. Fidel Castro, leader of Cuba for almost half a century, belongs among
those who made it to the top in their chosen field. Consequently it is evident that good which is fitting to the
body, and which causes bodily delight through being apprehended by sense, is not man's perfect good , but is
quite a trifle as compared with the good of the soul. Objection 1. Leo Moore, O. Canonicus Surmont, Vicarius
Generalis. Secondly, because power has relation to good and evil : whereas happiness is man's proper and
perfect good. But honor more than anything else seems to be that by which virtue is rewarded, as the
Philosopher says Ethic. And when the mechanic falls ill, he will need to see a doctor for treatment. Thirdly,
because, since happiness is the perfect good , no evil can accrue to anyone therefrom. He did not mention this
all-important concept only once. Fame has no stability; in fact, it is easily ruined by false report. All material
things obey money, so far as the multitude of fools is concerned, who know no other than material goods,
which can be obtained for money. Raphael Moss, O. Acquiring spiritual knowledge, in effect, enables a person
to develop what may be called, mind management skills.


